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Rural Water Pricing Issues
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The Aim

A constellation of water allocation, pricing, 
trading, administrative, governance and trading 
arrangements that 

1. Autonomously results in dynamically efficient

 Investment in infrastructure

 Water use

2. Is seen to be equitable in process and equitable 
in outcome

3. Does not increase environmental problems
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The Tinbergen Principle

If water use is to remain efficient through time 

 (deliver dynamic economic efficiency in a changing world)

Use a separate policy instrument to achieve each objective

Implied Recommendation

 Use a suite of pricing arrangements

 Charges

 Markets

 Interacting institutions

 Build in competition among sectors, businesses and enterprises

 Don’t try and set a “single” all encompassing price
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Markets vs regulatory intrusion

1. Well-designed water markets can discover value 
(marginal opportunity cost) of water 
entitlements, water allocations and delivery 
entitlements

2. The extent to which regulations intrude into 
market processes reflects failure in institutional 
design

3. The challenge is to put in place the sequence of 
reforms necessary to build an institutional 
framework that can produce efficient outcomes 
through time
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Adverse climate change

Mean supply           10,000

River & Storage Evap  2,000

Flow to sea             2,000

Sub-total               6,000

Environment Use     2,000

Consumptive Use     4,000 

0

Mean supply            7,000

River & Storage Evap  2,000

Flow to sea             2,000

Sub-total               3,000

Environment Use    2,000

Consumptive Use    1,000

0

In Mediterranean climates, a 10% decline in mean rainfall 
results in around a 30% decline in mean storage inflow
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Change Management Issues

1. Formal Supply contracts v’s exit fees

2. Autonomous v’s “planned” structural adjustment

a) Impede

b) Facilitate

c) Expedite

3. Competitive pricing neutrality among regions

4. Market barriers to trade
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Rural Pricing Issues

1. Full v’s partial definition of allocation and 
delivery entitlements

2. Markets and charges v’s controlled prices and 
rationing

3. Postage stamp v’s nodal pricing

4. Pricing to include the cost of externalities v’s 
separate incentive-based externality 
management

5. Recovery v’s non-recovery of centralised 
planning and management costs 
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Regional Development Issues

1. Cross-subsidies, grants, etc v’s private 
investment and private control

2. Competitive neutrality among inter-connected 
water bodies

3. Competitive neutrality among non-connected 
water bodies 
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Rural Governance Issues

1. Basin wide system governance v’s nested 
governance arrangements

2. Single v’s multiple supply management and 
businesses

3. Independent price and competition regulation

4. Fast, low cost trading v’s administratively 
complex and impeded inter-regional competition 
adjustment processes
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Infrastructure Investment Issues

1. Full cost upper bound pricing v’s partial cost 
pricing

2. Recovering the cost of redundant infrastructure

3. Allowing for private investment in infrastructure

4. Independent price regulators v’s political control 
of price setting
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Rural urban pricing differences

The probability of rural distribution infrastructure 
becoming redundant is greater

The cost of maintaining infrastructure is likely to 
be shared among fewer and fewer rural water 
users.
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